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Goals

Be to voice for clubs that feel unheard

- I want to make the link between SGA and student clubs on campus stronger
- Clubs on campus should not feel alienated from the general student
- One idea is having smaller events other than activities fests can help with recruiting and bringing clubs more into the spotlight

Make clubs more accessible to every student

- With the robust amount of clubs on campus, it can be intimidating for SGA
- Creating a more reachable platform than the UVM clubs website like having a club spotlight board in the Davis Center
Vote for Sabella?

Past Experience:

AFJROTC in High School
- I've lead various teams such as Drill teams and Presentation teams
- I understand how to lead and work within a team setting

Junior Model United Nations
- helped organize conferences both in-person and online
- Developed skills in public speaking

Co-Signer for the UVM Taiko Club
- Already gained some knowledge of how clubs should operate at UVM so I know how to properly advocate for other clubs

Other Qualifications

Diplomatic:
- I actively listen critically to others' concerts and comments and compromise and solutions

Strong Teamworking Capabilities:
- I always strive to work collaboratively with other people to advance and fulfill all tasks given